Selenite

Selenite
Gateway to the Highest Self
Scientific Properties: (Variety of Gypsum)
Crystallography: Monoclinic
Chemical formula: CaSO4-2H2O
Mohs hardness: 2
Density: 2.31 - 2.32 g/cm3
Colour: transparent, translucent, opaque, colourless to white
Selenite is among the most precious of all crystalline formations, and indeed offers great joy through the refined and delicate
frequencies it brings.
Selenite is a bridging stone between the most distant planes
of the beyond-the-beyond and the third dimension. It holds third
dimensional vibration within its essence, and at the same time, offers access to the light of the soul and the universe to any person
with whom it resonates. The light frequencies of the person using
Selenite and her soul merge within Selenite’s Oneness. Although
a similar connection is possible within many other stones, Selenite
works with the Oneness of the soul in the way that the master calls
the servant. The master on Earth, who is at One with Selenite, has
at her disposal a clear channel to the soul and to the highest levels
of self.
Selenite draws Oneness together. The Oneness of the All of
the beyond, the Oneness from the soul, and the Oneness from
the person using it on the third dimension, merge together within
Selenite. All of the universe can have a home within its essence.
Consequently, Selenite is similar to Fluorite. Both Selenite and
Fluorite present a physical form that is truly enlightened substance, and yet not simply enlightened substance. Both accom289
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modate the presence of angelic beings. However, unlike Fluorite, Selenite’s task does not include accommodating a diversity of
higher dimensional discarnate light-workers and spirit guides. As
well, Selenite does not need to be fully functioning enlightened
substance at all times. Rather, Selenite ushers the movement of
Oneness through its physical form, but only when called to do so.
When the Oneness of a person merges with the Oneness of her angelic higher-self, Selenite makes the merged Oneness available on
the third dimension. Oneness is brought together from separate
sources within Selenite, as it is within Fluorite, but, in Selenite, the
unified Oneness is also moved onto the physical plane. Fluorite
accommodates higher dimensional Oneness and spirit guides, but
their vibrations remain within the stone without actually exiting
into physical vibration.
Selenite resonates intimately with the physical plane. Understanding how it manipulates third dimensional energies is key
to how it works. Over a period of several millennia, the human
physical body gradually acquires the capacity to anchor and accommodate light. The capacity to anchor light is primarily accomplished through the expansion of a person’s Oneness as the
light created from within assimilates into the physical body. The
person’s Oneness also expands through the light received from the
higher planes and the higher-self, whenever that light is available.
Using Selenite allows a person to focus her Oneness into the
stone simply by its placement nearby, preferably at the head about
12” above the crown. Giving one’s vibration over to the stone, by
wilfully using it, joins a person’s third dimensional Oneness with
the substance of the stone. At this initial point of union, the stone
assumes the precise vibrational frequency rate of the user. The vibrations of the stone and the user merge into one, thus becoming
the same.
In the resting state, Selenite is dormant. However, upon
holding Selenite or having it in near proximity, the user’s unique
frequency rate is programmed into Selenite after only a very few
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seconds. With the newly acquired frequency rate, Selenite projects
its vibration of unified Oneness (the user’s Oneness and the Oneness of the stone) into the lighted universe. Because the stone has
assumed the exact frequency of its user and no other, the pathway
into the heavens strictly follows only the alignment with the specific soul energies of the user’s higher-self. No other soul or higher
dimensional entity could possibly attune to Selenite’s frequency
rate, as based exclusively on the user’s frequency.
Accessing the vibrational frequency rate of the user’s soul is
the primary task assigned to Selenite. Selenite also facilitates the
soul’s union with its incarnation’s Oneness on Earth, and helps anchor the Light Body. In the current new age, the Light Body does
not need to be beckoned. The Angelic Ones, the souls of Earth’s
evolved beings, await the union of higher and Earthly selves from
places that are close at hand.
In bye-gone ages, when very few souls were evolved and the
light was scarce, Selenite was used in the same way to draw the
Light Body from the beyond-the-beyond into the physical body.
The results, however, were rarely satisfactory. The connection with
the higher-self requires that the vibrational quality of a person’s
Oneness be adequately high. In the past (as now), if the soul’s
angelic light was present, and if the enlightened Earthly will to
call forth the higher-self was true, the Light Body1 was anchored.
These simple conditions were not easy to fulfill, however. The way
was most difficult because light was available to only a very few of
the most adept individuals on Earth.
In this most precious moment of the new age, Selenite is
emerging to take its rightful place. It builds the bridge between
Earth and heaven, and increases the potential to join the Oneness
of the person on Earth with her soul, but not just her soul. Selenite
1 Light Body includes the soul, which is part of the higher-self. It
also includes the physical body once invoked. This is the essence of
enlightenment. For the comprehensive discussion of the soul, higherself, and the process of enlightenment, please see The Story of Light,
Path to Enlightenment, Chapter 5, entitled: “Enlightenment”.
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reaches up to the highest levels of a person’s angelic self to the very
highest place of separate and identifiable being, immediately outside of the Godhead. Selenite works with every level of the Light
Body.
To prepare the physical body to resonate at a frequency high
enough to accommodate the Light Body, a person’s etheric body
must be in balance. Balance comes either through the disciplined
practice of meditation, or by the use of other enlightened technologies such as the copper energy bed2 and crystals. The state of a person’s karmic lessons must also be acceptable. The lessons of karma
are written as a vibrational blueprint upon a person’s etheric magnetic field. In response to karmic imbalances, the etheric field sets
up blockages to light frequencies that may be needed for spiritual
growth. Excessive blockages, caused by unresolved karma, indicate
an unacceptable level of a person’s evolutionary progress and vibration for the purposes of anchoring the Light Body.
The Angelic Hosts are now swarming upon the Earth ready to
be invoked into their respective physical bodies. In this new age,
with easy access to the awaiting angelic light, Selenite works with
the soul’s energies surpassing the limits of age-old density to bring
about the union of the physical body with the Light Body.
Although Selenite brings together the Oneness of the individual and her higher-self, its loving purpose is not exclusively for the
benefit of the individual. The individual’s responsibility within the
divine plan is to bring light onto the physical plane. Light, however, can also flow in the other direction. Once Earthly Oneness
has been adequately lighted, its connection with the heavens allows
light from Earth to transcend to the heavens. The Heavenly Hosts
then experience the joyous flow of loving light coming from the
2 The copper energy bed works directly with a person’s etheric magnetic field to accelerate it and bring the person’s vibration into balance. For the background discussion, see The Story of Light, Path
to Enlightenment, Chapter 2, entitled: “The Etheric Body”. The way
that the copper energy bed works with the etheric field is specifically
discussed in section 2.3.3 entitled: “Energy Conductors.
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third dimension3. The new age is indeed also a celebration for the
enlightened ones in the heavens.
Selenite’s contribution to the service of the light goes beyond
accommodating the presence of Oneness. Its vibration allows the
Oneness of the person using it to connect with the highest levels
of her higher-self. Selenite opens the door to the person’s soul
in the heavenly planes. Within the structures of Selenite’s substance, higher dimensional light frequencies create pathways to the
beyond. The pathways are simply the manifest forms of higher
dimensional substance. The forms of the pathways are present
within the stone, but are not lighted nor active when Selenite is
not is use. The physical form within Selenite is void of light, and
therefore, lies dormant when not in use. Without an empowering
source of light, Selenite cannot offer any connection to any other
source of light. Once the light frequencies of the user enter Selenite, for the mere act of picking it up, the pathways also light up to
become Oneness. However, the pathways become Oneness only
in the exact frequency of the user. It is as if a switch is turned on,
and the stone lights up like a light bulb.
Upon activation with the user’s light frequencies, Selenite’s
pathways open to the celestial origins of soul-level Oneness. The
user’s own unique frequency determines which pathway is used.
Quite quickly, within seconds at the absolute most, the Oneness is
linked between the user and her higher-self. The pathway is cleared
and ready, and awaits the coming of the Light Body.
Selenite permits the Light Body to enter its substance, but
does not serve as a holding station. Rather, the Oneness is so
thoroughly connected between the person, the stone, and the angelic presence of the person’s soul and higher-self that the Light
3 Sending light into the heavens is paramount to the acceleration
of Earth’s enlightenment. For the discussion that will help connect
the dots to explain the elation of the Angelic Ones, who are receiving
light from the Earth, see The Story of Light, Through Heaven’s Gate,
Chapter 6, Section 6.4, entitled: “The Value of Duplicating Earth
Light”.
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Body simply transits through the stone into the lighted essence of
the person’s physical body. There is no real time delay. The pathway opens and the Light Body moves at the speed of its own light
frequencies to assume a place within the user’s third dimensional
body.
Enlightenment! The Angels sing with Joy! Enlightenment!
The invocation of the Light Body is the pinnacle of the person’s third dimensional mission accomplished. It is the ticket home
to the ascension in this most graced new age.
Selenite’s initial dormancy and its exclusive attunement to the
user’s vibrational frequency rate are an important feature that is essential to safe invocation of the Light Body. Light Body invocation
is the physical body’s accommodation of the presence of the soul
and higher-self. The objective is to ensure that the soul and higherself belong to the person that is undergoing invocation. The potential exists for a mischievous lower fourth dimensional entity to
slip into the physical body and take over. Such malignant beings
are the cause of delusions of grandeur seen in persons suffering
from schizophrenia. Having two higher dimensional beings vying
for the same physical body is chaotic and contrary to the will of
divinity. Selenite effectively eliminates the possibility that any vibration, except the user’s vibration, plays a part in the Light Body
invocation process.
As to Selenite’s many other talents, Selenite has access to the
full vibration of a person’s third dimensional body. Selenite’s vibration, specifically Selenite’s Oneness connection, has the capacity to
move into the deepest parts of the physical body, as well as, move
on its pathways to the farthest reaches of the user’s highest origins.
Selenite coalesces with self from top to bottom. With such a broad
range of possibilities, only the will constrains the work of Selenite.
The person’s will is the means by which the knowledge within the
stone is acquired. Selenite offers the knowledge of the light of universal Oneness and eternal wisdom.
The light of eternal wisdom enters the consciousness of the
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stone’s user. The presence of Oneness, enhanced by the stone, implies an intimacy with universal knowledge. To activate this knowledge, a person need only contemplate the self, wisdom, and love.
Thereafter, the light of consciousness is given. Responsibility for
initiating the contemplative will rests with the individual. By contemplating any chosen topic, the light attracted becomes available
through the Oneness of the user and Selenite to enlighten third
dimensional awareness in the ways of the heavens. The choice of
topics is only limited by the scope of the mind, but limited nonetheless.
Selenite is intimate with the Earthly emotions through its
connection with the water element. Water is, at times, trapped
within the stone’s substance, and its crystalline development takes
place in watery environments. The emotional vibration taken into
the stone is Oneness complete—from the fullest extent of Earthly
expression to the highest resonance in the heavenly beyond. Because the Oneness within Selenite carries emotional vibrations, the
emotions are intimately connected with the divine light brought
forth from the higher planes. When an evolved person uses Selenite, the intent of the universe is placed clearly before her consciousness. The less realized person is only capable of partial awareness
of the divine intent and is likely to suffer emotional pain. That is,
the use of Selenite gives a person the will, but not the knowingness
or the balance, to align with the emotional light of the soul. An
imbalance in the emotions foretells significant pain for its incarnate victims.
Selenite offers the chakras the full range of light frequencies
from the soul’s Oneness. Each chakra acquires the frequencies it
needs for empowerment. The quantity of light involved is not so
overwhelming that the stone’s user experiences kriyas4 or other such
4 One meaning of Kriya is the outward physical manifestation of
the awakened kundalini. Kriyas can also be spontaneous movements
resulting from the awakening of Kundalini energy. When I attended
the Siddha Yoga ashram in Ganespuri, India several years ago, kriyas
were easily observed among many of the ashram’s devotees, who were
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problems. Rather, the energies involved are those, which constitute the union of the higher-self with the physical self. Harmony,
therefore, reigns. The guidance of the soul is omnipresent, and so,
the measure of light entering the physical body is precisely correct. The person’s own soul ensures that the exact amount of light
needed is sent to empower the bodily essence and chakras. When
the light of a chakra either lags in growth or is exceptionally ahead
of the person’s spiritual evolution, the soul automatically sends the
correct measure of light to create the balance required.
In summary, Selenite is capable of preparing the pathway for
the entry of the Light Body through its ability to resonate with
the full range of Earthly and soul level frequencies. It attunes to
the user’s unique vibrational frequency rate, following which, it actually vibrates at the very same frequency. Because Selenite’s reach
into the heavens is comprehensive, it brings together all of the
evolved Oneness of the person’s physical body with the Oneness of
the highest levels of self and all parts of self between. Using both
the very highest and the very lowest frequencies of the user’s vibration, the stone draws Oneness from the infinitely tiniest conceivable essence deep within the body’s third dimensional molecular
structures.
By comparison, whereas Fluorite is enlightened substance, so
too is the Selenite. However, Selenite becomes enlightened substance only when used. A very rapid transformation takes place
within Selenite, as soon as the light of the person using the stone
merges with it. Selenite, therefore, is not a pillar of light and does
not accommodate a host of light beings, as does Fluorite. Instead,
Selenite draws the Oneness vibration of the user into itself. When
held in the hand, or when in near proximity, Selenite attunes strictly to the very unique frequency of the user. It magnetizes the person’s Oneness thereby attracting it into its own substance. There
seen shaking, rocking, or bouncing to some degree. While kriyas may
be mistaken for epilepsy or Parkinson-like symptoms, they are not
harmful, especially under the Guru’s roof.
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is no change in the frequency of the Oneness. Once imbibed with
a person’s light, Selenite’s vibrational frequency rate is the same as
the person. Immediately thereafter, Selenite connects to the universal source of Oneness. Through the universal Oneness comes
the wisdom of the dimensions of the beyond. Additionally, if the
physical body is adequately prepared, the person’s physical body
anchors its Light Body.
©S. Roger Joyeux
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